MULTINATIONAL RESEARCH WORKSHOP ON IT-SECURITY

LESSONS LEARNED AND NEW IDEAS

PROF. DR. TOBIAS EGGENDORFER
WHO IS INVOLVED

THE UNIVERSITY
of ADELAIDE

Hochschule
Ravensburg-Weingarten
Technik | Wirtschaft | Sozialwesen

TALLINNA TEHNKAÜLIKOOOL
TALLINN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
WHY THEM?

Adelaide
  • has an excellent reputation in IT-security
    • e.g. participated on Meltdown, Spectre
  • Research intensive Uni
  • Member of Group of Eight

Tallinn has
  • eEstonia
  • good reputation in IT-security

Weingarten is
  • vamping up their IT-security and -forensics course
  • introducing blended learning in IT-security
WHAT THE PLAN IS
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Your weeks:

Today: *Pitch* ideas
By Friday: Have research proposal/refined idea
Over this weekend: Write outline, make notes, review papers
Monday: Hand it in. Review, discuss
Next Friday: Expose + Present
Over these 2 weeks: Form peer groups with common interest
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LESSONS LEARNED

- Students love the concept
- Great way of getting German „FH“ students to learn research
- Rare occasion of theory and practice working well together
- Uni schedules are not compatible
- Kick off in Adelaide is great, but…

... like teaching a dog a trick by giving the goodies first.
Testimonial
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
ANY QUESTIONS?